Symphomaniax: CLASSICAL MUSIC ♪
Musicians Ruth Bruegger (violin), James Domine (guitar), Glenn Grab (cello) and Larry Muradian (bass), are members of the San Fernando Valley Symphony Orchestra and return to our library as Symphomaniax. Their eclectic repertoire ranges from Baroque, Classical and Romantic music to pop and contemporary favorites – everything from Bach to the Beatles — and are noted for incorporating class and humor into their performances.

Mrs. Murphy’s Chowder: IRISH MUSIC ACROSS THE POND & BACK ♫
Mrs. Murphy’s Chowder will play and sing Irish and Irish-American favorites with a program illustrating the influences of Celtic music on American Country music, Irish-American popular music and Tin Pan Alley. Come prepared to join in a sing-a-long or two!

Earth Angels: VOCAL GIRL GROUPS SALUTE ♪
This singing group consisting of Albina Fleishman, Lynn Fanelli and Lori Mark is well known for their Andrew Sisters and ’50’s shows. Earth Angels salute many female vocal groups, right up to the Disco era, including the Pointer Sisters.

Mojacar Flamenco: THE ART OF FLAMENCO ♫
L.A. based Flamenco-Jazz ensemble Mojácar Flamenco blends the power, passion, and grace of Flamenco dance with bold jazz harmonies and driving Latin rhythms. The group’s core duo, virtuoso guitarist Stephen Dick and brilliant flamenco dancer and vocalist Katerina Tomás, have widely toured the United States and Canada.

Joel Lish Trio: BACH & HIS CONTEMPORARIES ♪
Johann Sebastian Bach is undoubtedly the best known of the classical composers today, but during his lifetime there were numerous other composers who were equally famous. This trio will play and compare the music and cross influences of these 18th century songwriters. A professional violist, Joel Lish also actively performs casual, chamber and orchestral music with a number of ensembles throughout the Los Angeles area. He teaches in his studio and participates in film studio recordings.